DO IT YOURSELF

CORK FABRIC
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www.halbachblog.com/korkstoff-tablet-huelle-nachen

www.halbachblog.com/korkstoff-blumenampel
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WE ♥ CORK FABRIC

- natural material backed with fabric
- natural and unique
- extremely light
- tear-resistant and sturdy
- flexible and supple
- soft and pleasant to touch
- does not fray
- dirt resistant and easy care
- washable by hand

- fine & structured
- in natural colours
- off the roll:
  two versions & three widths

fine colour (79)
structured colour (782)

STYLISH...

CREATIVE...

www.halbachblog.com/korkstoff-stifte-tasche-naehen/

www.halbachblog.com/korkstoff-kissen-applikation/
Casual...

Creative Talent HALBACH Cork Fabric

- cut
- punch
- score
- sew
- glue
- rivet
- emboss
- stamp
- paint
- inscribe

... and combine with other materials for great individual pieces!
HALBACH CORK FABRIC SELF ADHESIVE
For quick creative ideas!

www.halbachblog.com/korkstoff-diychristmas/
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